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Universal Servo Mount

The 9g servo is a workhorse for the radio modelling community. Originally designed for RC
aircraft use, it has become ubiquitous in all sorts of RC modelling (cars, aircraft, boats,
sailboats etc etc), rocketry, domestic appliances and of course railway modelling.
In railway modelling it is used to operate points, and for various types of automations, both
rotary and linear. They are also used to improve the performance of the Faller road system.
The servo’s characteristics, operation, advantages and disadvantages have all been covered
elsewhere (thanks Davy!) , but a little mentioned characteristic is that the shape and size of
the device adheres to a strict standard. So if you build a standard servo mount, it will fit any
servo that you buy.
There are a number of servo mounts available, both from MERG central, and locally. The
biggest seller is a simple servo mount that will hold the 9g servo in any one of half a dozen
different orientations. Designed by Fraser Smith, hundreds of these have been sold.

Things that are good about the mount.
It is simple
It is cheap
It is flexible ( lots of ways to use )
It is universal (only need to keep spares of one type)
Lots of folk using them.
Things that may be less good
It may be quite flexible ( bendy ) under some conditions
Keeping up with demand keeps my printer busy just before meetings!
The graphics show firstly the mount in grey and the servo in blue, and then seven different
mounting options to ensure the horn attached to the servo is exactly where it is needed!
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